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l?LIGIIT IWGEALW!I ON IillDUCIHG HSLICOP'.l!BR 

PAHASI'rl~-DHAG 

A,Alcimov, U.Vozhdaov 

The problem on reducing airframe parasite-drag is urgent 

for thG purpose. ·~o improve performtJ.nces and to increase tho ca

pacity and fuel effectiveness of the modern high-speed helicopter~, 

The wind-tunnel inveotigations using the medium weigh·!; he

licopter model have shown that by moans of the external fuselage 

shape optimization in the area of freight'hold doors, .exhaust 

pipes, swashplate fairil~ and other components the helicopter 

parasite-drag may be considerably reduced. It is known that the 

results obtained on the wind-tunnel models and on the full-scale 

objects may essentially differ. Therefore to evaluate the effec~ 

tiveness of the measures on reducing helicopter parasite-drag 

developed according to the wind-tunnel test results it is impor

tant to obtain the comparative data on the real objects during 

:flight. 

The following constructive measures on changing ru-8 heli

copter fuselage shape were designed to evaluate the poss'ibilities 

of helicopter parasite-drag reducing (Fig.1): 

- The outer fuel tallies are removed; 

- The fairings are installed in front of and behind the 

exhaust pipes; 

- The freight hold doors of the fuselage rear are changed 

by the fairinc; of greater ratio; 

- The svmshplate fairinG is installed; 

- Tho aerodynamic improvement of fuselage surface is per-

formed: the installation of fairings on the projecting units; 

tho smoothing of projectinc; po.rto of c;laoin8, doors, rivet seams 

etc. 
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'l'ho technique to determine during flight tests tho varia-

tions of helicopter equivalent parasite plate surface when rea

lizinc; consecutively these measures in order mentioned above. 

The variation L C X$ for two comparable versions provi

ded the constancy of airborne weir,ht and rotor speed is: 

- power utilization factor determined according to the 

test data. 

The par~meter ~v1/~ for turbine-engined helicopter is 

expressed by formular: 

where f: Cin)' - the variation of the helicopter standard fuel 

consumption per hour required in horizontal flight when perfor

ming a transition from one version to another. 

o.A'Hjl - the gradient of the engine power variation when 
C>Q n,o 
changing the fuel consumption per hour which was determjnad ac-

cording to the test data. 

Then for d"(ICx S) we have: 

.f!>-~ "dffi S (L- Cx S };= :>; • np 
~o l00u1h d Q l?jJ 

From this relationship it is clear that for fJ'(.L fx !) ) 
determination it is necessary to determine the variation of fuel 

consumption per hour in horizontal flight for two comparable 

voroiowJ. 
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The computation accuracy of f) (Z Cx 5) depends on the 

accuracy of ()Q np determination. 

difference will increase according to the 

cubic parabola while incl'eaSiYJ.6 the flight speed. Therefore when 

increasing the flight speed tho relative error of S'Q n? 
difference dotermina tion and consequently the parameter .f" (.7[x f) 
will be considerably decreased. To improve the a(:!: Cx$) 
determination aCCUl'acy the limitation of Mi-8 helicopter mu:cimum 

flight apeed was increased from 250 till 300 km/h. The helicop

ter standard fuel consumption per hour - flight opeed relations

hips for different versions of fuselage shape change are de-~er

mined accordiYJ.6 to the flight test da-ta (Fic;.2,3 and 4-). 

To compute o(L.C)( S)the determination of 60np difference 

was performed at the speeds more than 200 Jo:n/h. At the lesser 

speeds the difference is small and close to the spread of test 

points. The tY(LCx $) values calculated for the different 

versions of external fuselage shape according to the fuel con

sumption per hour - flight speed relations are phown on the 

l!'ig.5. r·t can be seen that the constructive measureP being reali

zed are very effective for helicopter parasite-drag reducing. 

The outer fuel tanks removal makes it possible to reduce the 

equivalent parasite plate by 0,65 m2 • The installation of fair-

ings · on engine exhaust pipes provides J"(z C x S) reducing 

approximately by 0,1 m2 • The freight hold doors change by the 

tail cone with the special profile made it possible to decrease 

up to 0,95 m2• This conotructive measure consists 

of provi<linc; the greater fuselage rear ratJ.o from 2l/b*1 ,8 till 

2,6 and opeciol shaping in loncitudinal plano. This fuselac;e rcc;r 

shance malces it poosible to improve considerably it's flow over 

which becomco more smooth. Tho number of stall sonos obtained by 

usinr; the silk threads at cruise speed decreases from ·"" 7 m2 
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(Pic;.G). In caGe of changin::; the fuselage rear configuration 

stall zones decreasing is the main reason of reducing the para-

The swashplate fairinc; installation results in increasinG 

~ /''" c' helicopter parasite-drag- L ~"? value has increased by 

0,2 m2• Due to interaction interference between tho rotor and 

the fuzclagc and the rotators availability the complex flow pat

tern in the upper fuselage. doesn'n make it possible to reduce 

the parasite-drag simply by means of the swashplate nosing-over. 

The main rotor pylon shape analysis of the helicopters of 

the different countries shows that because of the undisturbed 

air flow interference and the flow generated by rotor noar the 

fuselage the esp~cially careful optimization of the aerodynamic 

fuselage shape in this zone is required. · 

Marked reducing the airframe drag was achieved by means of 

aerodynamic improvement of the fuselage surface: the fairing in

stallations on the small assemblies, the smoothing of the pro

jecting units, the rivet seams and others. The L Cx $ value:is 

reduced by O,J m2• As a result of these measures the total reduc

tion of .2 C x $ is 1, 05 m2 that forms .rv 33% fJ;'om . Cx $ =Jj. m 

(the initial version of 1li-8 helicopter). After flight research 

the initial version e~pt the improvement of the external fuse

lace surface was recovered and the fuel consumptions were deter-

mined. 

The difference in the fuel consumptions for this version 

. ~t'x rt confirms that because of the surface smoothing the ~ ,.:> 

value reduction is 0,25 ••• 0,3 m2• Reo.ucil1e;helicopter,·parasite

drac; by 1,05 m2 makes it possible to decrease the helicopter 

required power at V=150 km/h by 4,'5%, at V=200 krn/h by 8/S, CJ.t 

V=JOO krn/h by 18:;'>. This provides maximum and cruise speed 
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incren::::ing nccordint;ly by 25-30 lcm/h and by 20 lcm/h. DurinG 

crui.sinc; f1ir;ht the fue1 con.sumption per lci1ometre is reduced by 

H% (Pi,~;. 7). Cruise speed increasinc; and fuel consumption per 

kilometre reducin('; result in increasinc; standard capacity by 18~~. 

It should be particularly noted that after the fuselage 

shape constructive chancing the vibration level is considerably 

reduced, especially at the high flic;ht speeds (Fig.8). At 

V=JOO lcm/h the deviations of avera~;e square vibration c;-loo.ds 

on the vertical axis arc decreased: in the cockpit - by 40%, in 

the helicopter centre of mass - by 30%. This vibration J.'educinl!; 

is evidence of decreasing the air flow disturbances affecting the 

helicopter fuselage. Another factor of vibrations reducing is 

decreasing the absolute value of the main rotor angle of attack 

at high speeds leadinc; to the variable forces reducing generatocl 

by the main rotor. 

From the above-stated provisions the following conclusions 

can be dravm: 

1. The developed technique makes it possible to perform 

the quantitative evaluation o:f the constructive measures on re

ducing helicopter parasite-drag.during flight tests. 

2. By means of providing the rational configuration of ·the 

exter=l airframe shapes of the parasite-drae; may be considerab

ly reduced the modern high-speed helicopters and the speed per

formance, fuel effectiveness and capacity may be greatly impro

ved. For example the cons.-truc·i;i ve measw.•es performed on the Mi-8 

helicopter made it possible to reduce the equivalent parasite 

pla-te sm·frice of the airframe by ,..,., JJj~. 

3. The flov; over an airframe improvomcmt also makes it pos

s:j.ble -to reduce -the vibration level. 
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Fig.1. Change of Mi-8 helicopter airframe external lines 

C·C as;zz. 

1 - the outer fuel tanks removal; 2-the installation of fairings on the engine 
e~1aust pipes; 3 - the fuselage rear change; 4- the installation of fairings on 
the swashplate; 5-the installation of fairings on the components and the s:noothins 
of fuselage surface 
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Fig.2. The standard fuel consumption per hour-flight 
speed relationships m 111' =>9~60 kg, n..4;t> =95% 

0- the initial version; o - the fuel tanlcs are removed; 
4 - the t&nlcs are removed; the fairings are installed on 

the exhaust pipes, the fuselae;e rear is changed. 
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Fig.J. The standard fuel consumption per hour-flight speed 
relationships m11 p = 9660 kg, n "P = 95% 

---tho inital version; 
0 -tho fuel tanks are removed, the fairinc;s nrc iwJtnlled 

on the exhaust pipes; 
..1 -the fuel tanlw are removed, the fairings are installed, 

on tho exhaust pipes, the fuseln&e rear is changed, 
the swashplate fairine is installed. 
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Fie;.~. The standard fuel consumption per hour-flight speed 
relationships 

the initial ver.s:i.on; 
o - the airframe surface is ornoothen; 
o - the fuel tanlcs are removed, the fairings are installed. 

on the exhaust pipes, the fuselage rear is changed, the 
swashplate fairinc; is installed, the airframe surface 
is smoothen. 
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Fig.5. Reducing the equivalent parasite plate surface of 1ii-8 helicopter while 
changing the airframe external lines, 

a - on the initial version the airfra'l!e surface is smoothen; 
b - on the initial version the outer fuel tanks are removed; 
c - on the "b" version the fairings are installed on the e;L'laust pipes; 
d - on the "c" version the swashnlate fairing is installed; 
e - on the "d" version the airframe surface ~s smoothen 



l<'ig.G. The stall zones on the fuselage rear at V = 200 km/h 

a - the initial version; 
b - the modified fuselage rear; 

- the marking for silk threads glueing; 
.tLLLtiLL - the stall zones 
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Fic.·r. 1:he fuel consumption uer ldlor.1etre of Mi-8 
helicopter + 

1 - the ini tinl vc:rsj_on of o.irframe; 
2 - the improved aerodynamic confieuration of airframe 
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l!':i..(~.n. 'PJ-Jo n.v(~rn.r~0 nqnn.rc vi brat·i.on r~-lorH1n of r.1i-8 
helicopter on the vertical axis 

o - the initial version; 
- the imlH'OVe<l aerodyrmmic confic;uration of airfrccme; 

a - in ·t11e cockpit; 
lJ - in the helicopter centre of mass 
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